Because you can’t always be there.
Today orthodontic treatment is not just about the time spent at the practice. With state-of-the-art technology you can connect and interact with your patients anytime anywhere.
The Straumann® Virtual Clinic – a taste of the future today.

DenToGo™ is a revolutionary suite of AI-based software solutions for tablet and smartphones, developed to assist dental professionals throughout the patient journey from your patient’s first dental appointment through to their post-treatment phase.

DenToGo™ offers a suite of innovative software tools to empower dentists to enhance patient engagement in their potential treatments, increase patient convenience and practice efficiency, allow different use of chairtime and optimize consultation sessions. Personalized care inside and outside the practice means that you can focus on patient needs during live consultations.

Motivate patients with 3D simulation to generate instant previews of how their smile will look during and after treatment. Patients can see their smile improving which keeps them motivated and engaged. Monitor treatment progress remotely anytime, anywhere. Your patients have complete freedom and peace of mind. Patients enjoy exceptional personalized care.

INNOVATION
Revolutionary in practice assessments and AI-based solutions for remote treatment monitoring.

FLEXIBILITY
Optimize consultation and interact with your patients anytime, anywhere.

ESTHETICS
Generate instant previews of how patients’ smile will look during and after treatment.
1. VITALS CHECK

Vitals Check – patient conversion booster.

The first step in the DenToGo™ workflow is the Vitals Check. An on-the-spot, initial in-practice assessment of your patient’s oral health and treatment recommendations. DenToGo™ lets you optimize consultation time for high efficiency. You can help patients make decisions guided by the latest technology. Impress your patients with innovative AI technology that will boost patient acceptance, conversion and retention.

OPTIMIZE CONSULTATION TIME — IMPROVE TIME REQUIRED FOR INITIAL PATIENT ASSESSMENT

During a 2-minute scan with a smartphone or tablet:
- You can make a quick scan of the patient’s face and teeth
- Screen for 27 clinical situations

Make an instant oral assessment of:
- Occlusion
- Crowding
- Spacing
- Dentition
- Periodontal state
Observations made during the assessment and treatment options are customizable. They are organized by clinical category and rated according to treatment complexity.

HELP YOUR PATIENTS MAKE TECHNOLOGY-GUIDED DECISIONS

- Engaging, real-time reports
- Clinical observations
- Treatment options

IMPRESS YOUR PATIENTS WITH AI TECHNOLOGY

- Improve chair time
- Secure sharing with patients
- Objective and comprehensive reporting

The assessment and treatment options can be securely shared with the patient and saved in the patient’s account.
Motivate patients with instant previews of how their smile will look during and after treatment. Help your patients to make technology-guided decisions. A great way to convince your patients and increase orthodontic conversion rate.

GUIDED BY THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

Help your patients to make the right decisions
- Make a quick scan of the patient’s face and teeth during a 2-minute scan
- Instant photo simulation with smartphone or tablet
2. MY SMILE

A GREAT WAY TO CONVINCE YOUR PATIENTS

Increase your orthodontic conversion rate

- Photo simulation of treatment outcome based on actual ClearCorrect treatment set up
- Motivate patients with instant previews of how their smile will look during and after treatment
Monitoring – technology guided patient engagement and remote treatment monitoring.

Choosing DenToGo™ is like building virtual extension of your services, right inside your patients’ smartphone. DenToGo™ helps you connect with patients, to monitor and guide their treatment, and optimize your team’s workflow.

ENGAGE WITH YOUR PATIENTS
Stay connected with your patients anytime, anywhere at a scale you never thought possible.

EMPOWER YOUR TEAM
Optimize your workflow and help your team plan ahead to deliver the best experience for your patients.

ELEVATE PERSONALIZED CARE
Provide instant feedback to your patients wherever they are, instantly on demand.
3. MONITORING

Impress your patients with real time progress reports. DenToGo™ provides a complete timeline of their treatment. Patients can track how far they have advanced compared to their previous images and access all past communication.

**Set up your DenToGo Monitoring**
Choose the information you want to receive from over 120 clinical triggers detected by DenToGo™. Set up technology guided messages and instructions for your patients and your team.

**An app for home monitoring**
From their own smartphone, patients are guided through DenToGo™ scans, a series of intraoral images taken at a frequency you choose. Because DenToGo™ is installed on your patients’ smartphone, patients can take DenToGo™ scans wherever they are at their convenience.

**Intelligent image analysis**
DenToGo™ combines powerful algorithms with clinical insights to extract information from DenToGo™ scans. Based on your patients’ DenToGo™ monitoring settings, they will receive notifications that are clinically relevant and important to them, instantaneously.

**Enhance patient engagement**
Each of your patients will from the system receive your individual feedback tailored to their treatment after every DenToGo™ scan. Each message is transmitted in your own words and can be delivered in unlimited variations. Your patients receive the right advice at the right time from you.

**Infuse your team with confidence**
Your team instructions are matched to the messages sent to your patients. Your preset instructions will help your team prioritize their tasks to stay in control of the treatment workflow. Your patients will enjoy a seamless experience at every step.
Smile Guard – ensure post-treatment stability.

Help your patients to minimize risk of relapse. Design your potential relapse-protection policy and enjoy the convenience of simple, effective relapse monitoring. Peace of mind for you and your patients.

**DESIGN YOUR RELAPSE-PROTECTION POLICY**

- Scan your patient post-treatment
- Set up your Smile Guard protocol
- Your patients will receive DenToGo™ notifications
- Tooth movement and oral health are analyzed automatically

**ENJOY SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE RELAPSE MONITORING**

Set up automated response to potential relapse detection or select to receive an alert so that you can proactively decide on the next course of action
- Allows you to be proactive
- Provides peace of mind for you and your patients
4. SMILE GUARD

Contact your local Straumann representative now or visit:
www.straumann.com

Straumann® DenToGo™
Stay connected with your patients.

- **Innovation**: a revolutionary suite of AI-based software solutions for in-practice assessment and remote treatment monitoring
- **Flexibility**: optimize consultation time and interact with your patients anytime, anywhere
- **Esthetics**: generate instant previews of how patients’ smile will look during and after treatment
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